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PREFACE  
 

Secrets Of Sewing is a dynamic resource designed to 
give you detailed explanations, directions, and information on 
hundreds of questions concerning sewing and quilting.  The aim is 
to provide simple straightforward practical explanations and helpful 
information that you will find easy to use and understand. We hope 
you will find the information here to be quickly understood, simple to 
follow, and easy to use.  
 

Secrets Of Sewing provides essential information for 
sewing professionals and sewing machine technicians.  Secrets Of 
Sewing  aims to provide practical answers to your sewing and 
quilting questions.  This information will equip the technician and 
professional to provide meaningful advice, guidance, and support 
for sewing machine user customers.  
 

Please check out our online resources at.  
 

www.sewinganswer.com 
www.fixsewingmachines.com 

 
  



 
 

INTRODUCTION  
David And Donna Trumble 

 
Dear Reader,  
 

Our hope is that you will enjoy huge 
success with your sewing and sewing machine 
repair activities.  We encourage you to sew, 
quilt, and use those sewing machines.  Sew 
with confidence.  
 

Donna and I have been involved in some 
 form of sewing for most of our lives.  We 
have sewed, serged, quilted, and repaired for 

over forty years. 
 

Donna Trumble fell in love with sewing as a nine year old girl and 
has been fascinated by sewing, home décor, heirloom sewing, custom 
sewing, costume design, alterations, and quilting ever since. She has 
been a professional seamstress since 1968, when she conducted her 
own alterations business to pay her way through college.    
 

While teaching in public schools, she was constantly amazing her 
fellow teachers and friends with her sewing skills. As mother of five 
children, Donna provided steady flow of quality clothes, suits, 
dresses, window dressings, and more.  
 

Donna has original designs that have appeared across the 
country in Revolutionary War reenactments, wrestling rings, and 
formal events. Over the past fifteen years, Donna has managed an 
alterations shop, a drapery and window covering workroom, custom 
sewing center, and opened her own sewing and quilting stores.  



Today, Donna is responsible for the sewing education of three sewing 
centers in central Texas.  
 

Donna and I have been married for forty years. We have five 
grown children, four sons and a daughter. We also have two 
granddaughters, and seven grandsons.  
 

Their son, Jeremiah, has grown up in the sewing machine 
business.  He currently serves as Senior Technician and Store 
Manager for Killeen Sew And Quilt Store.  

    
David Trumble is a minister, author, sewing machine technician, 

and educator.  He has earned degrees from Milligan College, Towson 
State University, Indiana University, and International Bible 
Seminary.   David earned his doctor’s degree in 1985, and has 
worked as a Minister Of The Gospel for over thirty years. He has vast 
experience with sewing including work with Donna in several sewing 
businesses (alterations shop, a drapery and window covering 
workroom, and custom sewing center).   

 
David has completed advanced technical training as a sewing 

machine technician.  He has certification from Necchi National 
Training Center, Baby Lock Tech, Brother International, Bernina 
University, Elna Technical Training,  Janome Technical, and V.D.T.A. 
and has worked in the repair shop for over sixteen years.  He has 
published numerous articles in multiple areas of interest.   He has 
published over twenty two books.  
 

David and Donna are major stock holders in Temple Sewing and 
Supply, Inc. of Temple, Texas, a chain of sewing and quilting stores in 
central Texas.   Donna has served as Educational Director and Vice 
President of the Sew And Quilt Stores chain, while David has worked 
as Sewing Machine Technician and Financial Manager. 



 
 

HOW TO USE THIS 
RESOURCE  

 
Secrets Of Sewing is first and foremost a practical sewing 

resource composed of practical answers to frequently asked 
sewing and quilting questions. Use this book as a reference book 
on general sewing, quilting, and sewing machine use.  

  
Secrets Of Sewing is also a resource listing of many charts, 

lists, and practical bits of information to help make your sewing 
easier.  
 
To Use:  

Click on the Bookmark Tab to see the chapter headings. 
 

Click on the chapter of choice to go directly to its first page. 
 

Click on the Pages Tab to view individual pages.   
The scroll bar in this tab gives you quick easy control. 

 
Click on your up/down arrows or navigation scroll bar  

to scroll up/down. 
 

 If you prefer, you can read each volume  
 straight through like any good book. 

  



 

 
 

Chapter One  
The Wonderful World Of Sewing 

 
The wonderful world of sewing welcomes you.   

The air is filled with excitement.  Thrills and fun are just 
waiting for you.   Sewing offers you limitless opportunities for self 
expression.  Sewing gives well deserved feelings of pride and 
personal satisfaction.  You can achieve untold creative 
possibilities.   

  
You may sew for practical purposes, and know you have 

saved money. You may take pride in solving some big challenge. 
You may take great satisfaction from achieving your goals.  
 

Or you may creating something truly special.  You may sew 
as an art form to express your inner self. You may make beautiful 
things. Or you may create a treasured heirloom. In any case, you 
will always find sewing rewarding, uplifting, and satisfying.   
 

The keys to success in sewing are:   
 
1 Knowledge.    
2 The right equipment and tools.  
 

In this extensive sewing course you will learn the back ground 
information, the skills and techniques, and the right tools and 
equipment for the many different kinds of sewing. Together these 
keys to success ensure your success.  The answers, instruction, 
guidance, and support are here to meet your needs.    
 

Confidence comes with experience. The whole world of  
sewing awaits you. So, relax, enjoy, and take pride in your creative 



possibilities.   
 

What are your possibilities?  
 

There are virtually no limits.  
 

 Yes, you can alter and repair your readymade clothing.  
 

Custom made clothing and other items now come in the size, 
color and fabric YOU want and choose.  

 
Yes, you can make clothing, draperies, home decorations, wall 

hangings, table runners, heirloom treasures, beautiful gifts, 
quilts, crafts, and so much more.  

 
You can make exciting personal items like lingerie, robes, and 

sleepwear.  
 

You can make all kinds of practical things for your home, family, 
and heritage.  

 
You can create beautiful artwork.    

 
Yes you can design, layout, sew, and quilt gorgeous quilts and 

wall hangings for you home, for heritage, for whatever you 
desire. .  

 
You can sew all kinds of decorative accessories like purses, 

vests, and throws.  
 

You can take your ordinary readymade clothes and embellish 
them with embroidery, appliqué, sequins, cording, and  
decorative stitching to turn the ordinary into fabulous one of a  
kind wearable art or elegant masterpieces.  

 
The possibilities are endless, but you may want to try them 

all. The sources of inspiration and new ideas are endless. You may 
create something totally off the top of your head, or you may be 
inspired to make some of the thousands of projects available in 
books, magazines, videos, and sewing discussion groups. When 
you make something yourself, it is uniquely yours.  



Once you begin, the whole world opens up.  Your new skills 
become a great reservoir of resources that you can use in a 
thousand different ways.  Try dyeing your own fabrics, adding 
sequins, making a hat, decorating a sweatshirt.  Mix your sewing, 
embroidery, crafting, and other skills together to express yourself. 
 

Whatever you can imagine, you can create.    
 

Long before the first written word, 
needle and thread were used to make 
clothing.  Across the world, Asians, 
Europeans, Africans, and American 
Indians sewed clothing, tents, shoes, 
bags, and more.  

 
For nearly 20,000 years every  

stitch of sewing was done by hand  
– one stitch at a time.  
 

The wealthy would 
decorate their clothing with jewelry, 
braid, and gold leaf.  

 
Soldiers wore coats lined with pieces of metal pounded flat 

and tied together as armor.  
 

The need to sew led to advances in taxidermy and the 
treatment of animal hides. Over time animal skins gave way to 
other fibers.  In recent years man has developed fabulous 
synthetic fabrics as well.  
 

The children’s story of Rumplestiltskin tells of spinning straw 
into gold, and that is not so far fetched when you consider the 
invention of thread and yarn and loom to sew and weave cloth.  
 

Cotton, wool, and silk became the fibers of the commons and 
the wealthy. Hand woven fabrics were the only fabric available. 
Hand sewing with needle and thread were the only way to sew 
fabrics together.  During the past two hundred years fabrics and 
sewing technology have been refined to amazing levels.  
 



Special skills came into high demand.  Thousands across the 
world became professional weavers, knitters, and sewers.  
 

It took nearly 20,000 years (if we believe the archeologists) 
for the first original thinkers to offer the first practical 
solutions.  Like the American Indians, many of 
whom were nomadic; poles dragged along were good 
enough. They knew nothing of the wheel, wagons, or 
carriages.  Hand weaving and hand sewing were the 
status quo, and any suggestion to mechanize sewing 
would face an uphill battle for acceptance. Change 
seldom comes easily or without challenges.  
 

Hand sewing ruled at the time of King David 
(1000B.C.), Julius Caesar (Rome 60B.C.), Jesus 

Christ (33 A.D.), Fall of Rome to Genghis Khan (600 BC), Columbus 
discovers America (1942 A.D.), King James Bible (1611A.D.), The 
Declaration of Independence (1776 A.D.) 
and The Battle of the Alamo (1836A.D.)  
Today, Sewing is the world’s greatest 
hobby.  While it use to be a crucial skill for 
survival, sewing today offers new horizons 
of  self expression and creative joy.  Today 
sewing is fun, relaxing, and deeply 
satisfying. 
 
When we think of sewing, different people 
think of different things.  In the narrow 
sense, sewing today relates to the Machine 
Sewing Arts which is the focus of this book.  
In the broader sense, however, the term 
“Sewing” denotes the use of thread and 
needle in a much wider range of activities and needle arts.   
Before we launch in to our adventures with machine sewing arts, 
lets take a glimpse at the full range of what sewing has traditionally 
included.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

WHAT IS THE SCOPE  
OF SEWING? 

 
“Sewing”  

may be divided into two 
categories: 

 
Hand Sewing Arts 

 

& 
 

Machine Sewing Arts. 



 
 

 

CHAPTER TWO  
Hand Sewing Arts  

 
Hand sewing arts are also described as needlework. They 

include Crochet, Hand Embroidery, Knitting, Macrame’, Rug 
Making, Tatting, Cross Stitch, and Hand Sewing. These arts have 
dominated sewing for thousands of years, and are considered to be 
traditional arts of excellence and beauty using threads and 
needles.  
 

Crochet  
 

Crochet is a needlework system of interlocking looped 
stitches formed by a single hook and a single 
yarn for creating delicate open designs.  
Crochet became popular almost four hundred 
years ago as a means to creating “American 
Lace”.  Today, crochet is a treasured heritage 
skill used for making items for home and 
family such as pot holders.  
 

When you look at a Crochet pattern, it 
may look a bit intimidating. It is full of strange 
letter combinations that require you master 
the Crochet code or language. For example, 
you will see abbreviations for beginning as 

beg; block as bl; and cluster as cl.  Not only do you need to master 
the code, you have a whole set of terms, definitions, intricate 
designs, and skill sets to learn. It is indeed a highly skilled art form.  
 
 



 
Crown. Beginning at tip, ch 10, join with sl st to form ring. 1st rnd: 
* Ch 10, s c in ring, repeat from * until 24 loops are made, then ch 
6.    
 
2nd rnd: S c in 1st loop, * ch 5, s c in next loop, repeat from * 
around, ending, with s c under ch-6 of previous rnd.    
 
3rd rnd: Ch 5, s c in each loop with ch-5 between s cs.    
 
4th rnd: * Ch 3, 5 d c under next loop, ch 3, s c in next loop, ch 4, 
s c in same loop, repeat frorn * until 12 5-d c groups are made, 
then ch 3, s c in next loop, ch 5, s c in next loop, ch 2, s c in first d 
c of 5-d c group.  
 
5th rnd: Ch 5 (to count as tr and ch-1), tr in each of next 4 d c with 
ch-1 between each tr, * ch 4, s c in next ch-4 loop, ch 4, tr in each 
d c of group with ch-1 between each tr, repeat froal around. After 
last group of trs is made, ch 4, s c in next ch-4 loop, ch 4, sl st in 
4th ch of ch-5 first made.  
 
6th rnd: Ch 6 (to count as tr and ch-2), tr in each tr with ch-2 
between trs, but omitting ch-2 between groups (that is between 
last tr of one group and 1st tr of next group). After last tr, join with 
sl st in 4th ch of ch-6 first made and sl st to 1st tr.  
 
7th rnd: * Ch 5, s c under next ch-2 sp, repeat from * around (do 
not make s cs between 2 trs that come together without ch-2 
between), ending with ch 5, s c in 1st loop.  
 
8th rnd: * Ch 3, 5 d c under next loop, ch 3, s c in next loop, ch 5, s c in next 
loop, repeat from * ending with last s c in ch-3 first made.   
 

 Actually doing crochet is a matter of using the hook or large 
needle to twist, wrap, insert, arrange, and otherwise hand loop a 
single yarn to form a multitude of stitch patterns. The 
combinations form stitches described as half crochet, single 
crochet, double crochet, and treble crochet. The stitches are 
chained together in rows, joined, and expanded to form the 
interlocking patterns.   

 



Different sized crochet hooks made of various materials are 
also used for a variety of purposes. The end result is an intricate 
design such as one of the afghan stitch patterns (Basic, Cluster, 
Crossed Tunisian, Framed Squares, Mesh, Purl, etc.)  There are 
hundreds of different patterns and variations producing truly 
amazing crochet art.  
 
 

Hand Embroidery  
 

Embroidery is a technique to embellish fabric using decorative 
threads.  Color, texture, and design become the artistic tools of 
expression with thread and needle.  These techniques are 
commonly applied to borders, motifs, and elaborate designs on the 
face of the fabric.  There are hundreds of different stitches used to 
create beautiful effects. There are border stitches, design stitches, 
edge stitches, fill stitches, outline stitches, and more.    
 

 
 

There are special tools and materials used in this art form. 
They include a collection of needles including the crewel needle 
(short needle with long skinny eye in sizes from 1 to 12. Lower 
number is largest needle.), chenille needle (sizes 13 to 26), and 



tapestry needles (sizes 13 to 26). Embroidery frames are used to 
stabilize the fabric while it is being worked on. These come in many 
sizes from small lap circles to large free standing square frames. 
Fabrics may range from simple open mesh canvas to elaborate 
tapestry.  Embroidery scissors both large and small are essential 
for cutting yarns and threads.  A stiletto may be used to make 
eyelet holes.  A thimble is essential for protecting the finger from 
the sharp end of the needle when pushing through the fabric.  
Yarns and threads of all kinds are used to create amazing color, 
texture, and design.  
 

Embroidery stitches may be classified by how they lay on a 
fabric. Flat stitches lay flat.  Knotted stitches are more raised. 
Liked stitches offer an interlocking appearance. Looped stitches 
include the blanket and feather stitches which offer a combination 
of flat and raised appearance. Hand embroidery stitches rival the 
most advanced sewing machines in complexity and number of 
different stitches.  
 

As sheer artwork, hand embroidery is often considered 
superior to the more modern machine embroidery.  There are 
designs and features of hand embroidery that can and will probably 
never be reproduced through machine embroidery. Although, 
machine embroidery is much faster, hand embroidery is like 
painting by hand with thread and yarn.  
 
 

Hand Knitting  
 

Hand knitting is very similar to crochet in that it  is a 
needlework system of interlocking looped stitches formed by using 
two (instead of one hook as in crochet) large knitting needles and 
a single yarn for creating delicate open designs. It has been traced 
back to about 200AD from the region of modern day Arabia. Theory 
has it that Arabian travelers such as sailors, traders, and 
adventurers took this special skill with them and taught it to people 
wherever they traveled.  



 
 
 

Knitting remains a popular fashion oriented needle art. 
Among the more common items made today include afghans, baby 
blankets, booties, and other novel heirloom items.  
 

Like crochet, knitting has a special code of its own. When you 
begin looking at a knitting pattern for the first time, it looks like 
long lists of gibberish.  The code might look something like this: 
inc R for increase to the right; psso for pass or pull slipped stitch 
over; or wyib for yarn to back of work. It takes some time to figure 
out all the details of the code, and even longer to master the 
intricate skill sets to make the almost limitless stitches and 
patterns.  
 

Basically, the vast array of knitting stitches are variations on 



either the basic knit stitch or the purl stitch. These variations are 
applied in many different designs as well.  
 

Knitting needles are available in both an American and a 
British system of identification.  In the British system, they run 
from eighteen down to eight (18, 17, 16,…13,… 8). From the British 
thirteen to the British eight you have equivalent American size zero 
to ten and a half 0,1,2,3,…). There are also circular needles, double 
pointed straight needles, jumper needles, and single point straight 
needles.    
 

Knitting yarn comes in a wide range of fibers (wool, cotton, 
silk, linen, synthetics), colors, textures, sizes, and twists. Each 
yarn offers its own special uses and qualities. It is simplest, 
however, to simply follow the pattern for best results.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Macrame’  
 
Macrame' is basically knot tying to produce fringe or coarse lace 
designed in a geometrical patterns.  It has an uncertain origin, 
but has been traced back to the Spain and France and even back to 
Middle Eastern roots.  A quick glance at macrame’ and you may 
be convinced that it is far too complicated to actually do or learn, 
but once the two basic knots are mastered, it is sometimes 
described as the easiest of the needle arts. These two knots are 
the square knot and the Half Hitch. The combination of these 
simple knots quickly becomes an awe inspiring display with 
amazing results. 
 
   

 
 



 
 

The materials used for macrame’ are quite simple: yarns, cord, rope, 
pins, measuring tape, pins, pinning board, rubber bands, glue, and crochet 
hook for occasional poking and twisting. This needle art certainly reminds one 
of the exceptional knot tying skills of sailors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rug Making  
 

Rug making is an application needle art to a specific practical 
emphasis: making floor coverings.  This art form taps many 
different skills and techniques including Braiding, Crochet, 
Embroidery, Hooking, Knitting, and Knotting.  You are likely to 
have one of these art forms in your home right now. We have an 
embroidered rug in our family room. We also have a braided rug in 
our kitchen.    



 



 
 

Tatting  
 
Tatting is needlework using shuttle and thread to make loops and 
knots to create gorgeous lace. My grandmother was an expert at 
tatting. She would sit for hours creating the most delicate lace for 
table coverings, lace collars, and all manner of other lace items.  I 
remember being awestruck at how complicated it all seemed. 
Later, I was assured that if you learn the basic stitch, everything 
else comes automatically. 

 



 
 

Cross Stitch 
  

Cross stitch is like embroidery in that it embellishes 
fabrics, but cross stitch uses special cloth called ida cloth 
with specific count weave. This fabric allows the cross 
stitch artist to create designs, drawings, and images with 
cross stitch.  
 

Below are some samples of cross stitch completed by 
my grandmother and I many years ago. Today, cross 
stitch like most of the other needlework or hand sewing 
arts can be accomplished with ease using modern sewing 
machines.  
 

 



 



 



Hand Sewing And Hand Quilting  
 

Perhaps the most versatile needle art is hand sewing and 
hand quilting. Not only does it offer highly practical applications, it 
also offers great beauty and decorative applications. Clothing 
construction and embellishment have long been a primary focus of 
hand sewing. Home decorating, pillows, soft furniture covers, 
draperies, and other projects have also been popular applications. 
Quilting is also a part of sewing in which fabrics are joined, layered,  

 
 
 
 

Hand sewing and hand quilting involve many special tools for 
cutting, layout, measuring, and stitching. Special hand sewing 
needles are used for hundreds of different stitches and their 
applications.  Scissors, snips, and seam rippers are vital tools.  
Tape measures and rulers make measuring easy.  Quilters find 
that quilt frames or wooden frames are useful for holding fabrics 
stable during the quilting process.  



 



 
All of these activities and traditional needle arts may be  

described as handwork or Hand Sewing Arts.  



 
 

CHAPTER THREE  
Machine Sewing Arts.  

 
The focus of this book as well as Sewing Answers. Com is 

Machine Sewing Arts. From this point on, this book will detail, 
discuss, and illustrate the world’s greatest hobby in terms of 
sewing and the machine sewing arts.    
 

These include: Clothing Construction, Embellishment, 
Quilting, Heirloom Sewing, Home Décor, and Crafting.  The 
common thread linking all of these needle arts is the sewing 
machine.   Each of these areas of sewing arts uses the sewing 
machine in slightly different ways and apply it on different kinds of 
projects, but all of them use the sewing machine.  
 
 

Sewing Machine Clothing Construction  
 

Clothing Construction is the grandmother of all sewings, and 
includes use of hundreds of different stitches and techniques.  The 
sewing machine is used to sew seams, hems, staystitching, 
understitching, and decorative applications.  
 

Once clothing construction was considered an absolute 
necessity, but today it is part of the best hobby in the world. Yes, 
you can save money. Now you can make your own clothes so they 
truly fit and look good on you. Instead of paying a thousand dollars 
for a dress, you can make it for a couple hundred.  Instead of 
having to wear the same thing everybody else is wearing, you can 
create you own fashion statement with a one of a kind, Wow!  



 
 
 

The personal touch is yours to make.  You can purchase 
ready made clothing which often do not fit, and make the 
alterations for perfect fit.  You could have it altered at seventy five 
to a hundred dollars, or do it yourself for free.  

 
Imagine buying a hundred dollar suit with a missing button, 

or poor fit for just a few dollars on clearance. You can quickly and 
easily turn that reject into a treasured suit.  You can do it.  
 



Heirloom Sewing  
 

Heirloom Sewing involves decorative use of lace, trapunto, 
twin needles, and winged needles. The possibilities are fantastic. 
You can make beautiful treasures to be enjoyed generation after 
generation.  Your sewing machine becomes a tool for heritage 
building. 

  

 
 
 
 



 
Home Décor  
 

Home Décor is sewing of window treatments, upholstery, and 
decorative items like table runners and wall hangings. A house is 
simple four walls ceilings and floors, but sewing home décor 
empowers you to make it a home where everyone will feel 
comfortable, relaxed, and at home.  
 

This is the world’s greatest hobby.  It is not as much a matter 
of cost, you could hire a professional and pay thousands. But 
nobody can take away the feeling of pride you have when you 
know, you did it yourself.    
 

You can make pillows, throws, wall hangings, table covers, 
afghans, Christmas tree skirts, curtains, draperies, window 
treatments, chair dresses, and more.  You can make your home 
truly special.  
 

 
 
 



Embellishment  
 
Embellishment is sewing that enhances ordinary items such as 
Clothing and Home Décor items with Appliqué, Embroidery, And 
Special Thread Applications.  Make ordinary things one of a kind 
spectacular. This is the world’s greatest hobby. It is fun, easy, 
pride boosting, self expressing, and practical too.  
 

 
 
 

Quilting  
 

Quilting involves sewing multiple layers together.  You can 
make quilts, blankets, garments, and wall hangings. You can make 
practical items to keep you warm or decorative items to bless the 
eyes. You can do simple piecing or elaborate long arm quilting.  
This is the world’s greatest hobby.    
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Machine Cross Stitch  
 

While many people associate cross stitch with hand sewing 
cross stitch, it is like the other hand sewing arts in that it can be 
achieved using modern sewing machines. Indeed, the amazing 
production of machine cross stitch is a great art form in itself. His is 
a sample of a cross stitch design sewing on my Baby Lock elegante.   



 
 
 

Sewing Is The World’s Greatest Hobby  
 
Today millions of people enjoy sewing in its various forms.  Many have an 
insatiable appetite for everything sewing.  Many have a real passion for 
sewing.  It is estimated that worldwide, some 80,000,000 people are active 
sewing as a hobby.  Indeed, sewing is the world’s greatest hobby. 
 
What makes sewing such a great hobby?  
 
 This is a hobby you can do.   

  
 It is easy to learn. Classes are available at amazingly low 

costs from experts who have a real passion for sewing.  
 
 There are loads of support and opportunities to share your 

hobby.    
 
 It is inexpensive as hobbies go. For a few hundred dollars you 

can do amazing things.  For a few thousand you can 
transform your world.  

 
 Spending on your hobby will make huge savings over having 



a professional do the same job.  
 
 Your hobby builds self confidence.  

 
 Your hobby boosts your pride in yourself.  

 
 Your hobby provides relaxing personal satisfaction.  

 
 Your hobby gives practical solutions to everyday challenges.  

 
 Your hobby is fun to do and fun to share.  
 
  Your hobby sets you aside from the crowd making you  

     truly special.  
 
 Sewing is the greatest hobby in the world.  
 
 The more time and resources you invest in your hobby the more 

pleasure, satisfaction, and profit you gain.  
  



 
 

CHAPTER FOUR  
The Origins of Modern Sewing  

 
The first inkling of progress toward a practical sewing 

machine is found in the patent record of Great Britain 1755A.D. 
by German inventor Charles Weisenthal. A brief reference to a 
needle to be made for an undefined mechanical device is our only 
clue, and no other subsequent reference is known for his device.  

 
Thomas Saint filed a patent 1790 A.D. 
for a leather fastening device that would 
use an awl followed by needle and 
thread, but little came of his invention.    

 
 
Like the race to outer space in recent 
years, a subtle race began.  Germans, 

Austrians, 
and 

French 
inventors made many attempts to 
advance toward practical 
mechanical sewing. Barthelemy 
Thimonnier (1793-1857) of France 
made news with a mechanical chain 
stitch machine, but broad scale 
production and distribution never 
emerged.   Some inventors 
attempted to mimic hand sewing 

with their devices like Thomas Stone and James Henderson, 
Frenchmen who filed a patent in France in 1804. Failures seemed 
to be everywhere. One inventor after another attempted what was 
thought almost impossible by many only to see their futile 



attempts dash hopes again. John Knowles and John Doge were 
among the first Americans to attempt creation of the first sewing 
machine in 1818, but again failure.  
 
ELIAS HOWE SEWING MACHINE  
 

Elias Howe (1819-1867) created the first practical mechanical 
sewing machine in 1846 with a patent filed describing “a process 
that used thread from two different sources”… Top thread passed 
through a curved needle with an eye at the pointed end. The needle 
would pierce through the fabric, while another thread contained in 
a shuttle passed through and caught the first thread forming a 
locked stitch. Elias Howe had done it!  His lockstitch machine 
could put out (250spm) as much as five speedy experienced hand 
sewers.  
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 It was joked that Elias Howe  

was not actually the inventor of the 
sewing machine.  Some said it was 

actually his wife. She got so upset with her husband that one day 
she made up her mind and in two hours invented the thing. Elias, 
however, filed the patent taking credit for everything. (ref. Russel 
Conwell, 1877)  We will never know the truth, but difficulties 
marketing the device and struggles over patent rights drained the 
Howe family of  even greater success.  
 

Others were watching and 
adapting.  Isaac Singer (1811-1875) 
invented a mechanism that moved up 
and down.  Allen Wilson originated a 
rotary hook shuttle.    
 

By 1850 the race to deliver a 
practical sewing machine to industry 
and the home entered mass production. 
Isaac Singer led the way with the first 
commercially successful sewing 
machine with moving needle (up/down) 
powered by a foot treadle device to 
produce the same lockstitch designed by Howe.  The famous foot 



treadle device was a huge advancement. Previous machines had 
all been hand crank machines.   

  

 
 

Walter Hunt  
(1796-1860)) launched a lockstitch 
machine (1834) using two threads
and an eye-pointed needle, but he 
never filed a patent. Elias Howe
sued Hunt for patent infringement. 
Garment workers fearing
unemployment in the face of some
industrial wonder machine.   
 
      A panic among the garment 
workers created such a ruckus that 

it crushed Hunt’s enthusiasm for his invention.  Fearing a riot, Hunt
abandoned his efforts and never filed his patent.   
 
     Elias Howe later received court ruling disqualifying Hunt as the 
inventor of the first practical sewing machine in favor of Howe’s own
patent. 
 
 



 

     
 
Legal battles ensued over patent infringements.  In spite of winning the court 
battle (1854), Elias Howe largely lost the marketing battle. Elias Howe 
marketed his machine earning an estimated two million dollars by the end of 
the Civil War.  

 
Singer continued to enhance and market his 

own version of the sewing machine.  Singer 
became a household name, and even today remains 
the best known brand of sewing machines.  
 

Communities were desperate to get their 
hands on this exciting new invention. When the 
average family income was only $500 per year, the 
Singer machine cost $125.   

 
Towns would join together pooling their 

resources to buy one machine for the whole town.  
 
 
 



WILLCOX AND GIBBS SEWING MACHINES  
 

In 1855, a price war broke out.  A young farmer by the name 
of James Gibbs joined with James Willcox to create a lighter weight 
chain stitch machine with an iron frame and treadle that sold for 
half ($50) what the Singer model was selling.   

 
In 1856, the I.M. Singer Company offered a purchase plan 

with monthly installments and the sales tripled. Singer further 
responded in 1858 by producing an even less expensive model.  
The competition continued between I.M. Singer Company and the 
Willcox & Gibbs Sewing Machine Company for many years.  
 

 
 

INVENTIVE WOMEN   
 

Sewing machine development was not all male dominated.  
Helen Augusta (1840-1922) was famous for her machine 
improvements. She held 22 sewing machine patents including the 
revolutionary Zig Zag Sewing Machine. Her over-seaming machine 
was first manufactured in 1873.  
 

The first sewing machines were commercial, and 
revolutionized the shoe and garment industries. Production 
skyrocketed and priced declined.  On the negative side, wages 



also fell, demand for hand sewers disappeared. Working conditions 
became severe, and unemployment rampant. The problem 
became even worse with the advent of the electric motor and 
motorized sewing machines. Eventually the workers organized and 
government set work place standards.  
 

        Ellen Curtis Demorest 
(1824-1898) observed one of her 
servants cutting out a dress paper 
as guide. Inspired, Ellen Demorest 
launched the paper pattern industry 
so pervasive today. Her patterns 
were sold by hundreds of sales 
women and delivered through the 
mails.  
 

In the home, there was a 
different kind of revolution. In 1898 
a home sewing machine was 
produced for home makers. By 
1905 the electric sewing machine 
was highly popular.   The sewing 
machine empowered the 
homemaker to cut sewing and 
mending time by 90%.   

 
     An hour of sewing meant a new dress, and an hour and a 
quarter meant a new shirt for her husband.  It was like a miracle 
at home. Drudgery turned to creative wonders.  The sewing 
machine became a valuable tool offering homemakers the 
opportunity to work from home. The sewing machine still provides 
the foundation for an ever expanding cottage industry world wide. 
What was at the turn of the century a luxury, by the mid twentieth 
century became a necessity for every home.  
 

Today sewing machine still provides the foundation for an 
ever expanding cottage industry world wide.  Today sewing, 
quilting (with a sewing machine), heirloom sewing, home décor 
sewing, craft sewing are hobbies, a creative outlets, passions for 
millions of women and men the world over.  



 
Gradually, the time saving wonder of the sewing machine was 

amplified by the electric washing machine, dryer, dishwasher, 
range, microwave, jet air ovens, mixers, blenders, all manner of 
kitchen appliances, and vacuum cleaners.  With more time for 
things other than the humdrum of cleaning and household chores, 
many women began to pursue creative outlets, education, and 
career opportunities outside the home.  
 

Advancements continued in textiles and sewing.  Invention 
and enhancements were everywhere.  Levi Strauss noticed the 
miners tended to chafe from their old pants, and produced denim 
jeans (1873).  

 
Mary Phelps Jacob under the pseudonym of Caresse Crosby 

patented the modern brassiere “Backless Brassier” Nov. 3, 1914.   
 
In 1863, Ellen Butterick launched the first graded (standard 

sized) paper sewing patterns.  
 
Elias Howe invented the “continuous clothing closure”, but 

due to distractions failed to market it. In 1893, Whitcomb Judson 
became the inventor of the zipper by filing a patent for his “clasp 
locker”. He joined Colonel Lewis Walker to form the Universal 
Fastener Company (1893) to market zippers which was introduced 
at Chicago World’s Fair.  

 
 

In 1948, George de Mestral invented Velcro in 1955 (hook 
and loop) after observing cockle burrs.  



 
 

 
 
 

SINGER SEWING MACHINES  
 

 
 



From 1851, when Isaac Merritt Singer first formed the I.M 
Singer & Company, the Singer name has been at the forefront of 
sewing.  With corporate offices in New York City, Singer became 
an American giant of industry.   

 
The first machines sold for around $100 (Expensive!) The 

machine won first prize at the World’s Fair in 1855.   
 
The “hire purchase plan” or credit payment plan improved 

sales dramatically. Over the years, Singer continued to improve 
and augment the sewing machine.  From treadle, to ruffler, tucker 
and binder, the “Grasshopper” (1858) home machine, added the 
Edison electric motor (1880), and finally in 1889 introduced the 
first practical electric sewing machine.  

 
Singer introduced a commercial zig zag machine in 1892.  In 

1905, Singer acquired the Wheeler Wilson Sewing Machine 
Company continuing the evolution of the rise and fall of sewing 
machine companies.   
 

By 1929 nine manufacturing and distribution centers 
operated in New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Conneticut, Canada, 
England, and Russia employing over 27,000 people and making 
over 3,000 models.    
 

Singer consistently dominated the world sewing machine 
market by eighty percent (80%).  
 

The Chicago World’s Fair of 1933 say the launch of the 
“Featherweight” sewing machine.   

 
During World War II sewing machine production was stopped 

in favor of war production. By 1951 Singer was again producing 
sewing machines.   
 



 
 

Singer launched a huge program to train about 400,000 
women how to sew.  In 1952, the home zig zag model 206 was 
introduced followed by the   “Touch and Sew” (1065), world’s first 
electronic machine Athena (1975), “Touchtronic 2001” (1978), 
“9900 Unlimited” and “Quantum®” (1990), and “Quantum® 
XL100” . 
 

 



 
In 1963, the company name was changed to “The Singer 

Company” and went public.  It began trading on the London Stock 
Exchange (1973).  

 
In 1988, Pfaff acquired majority interest in Singer’s mother 

company Semi-Tech (Global) Co. The merger was, however, short 
lived and Singer spun off in 1997.   

 
During recent years the company has been acquired by 

interests in China.  Manufacturing is currently done in China and 
Brazil.  Production elsewhere has ceased.  
 
 Currently, Singer, Pfaff, and Viking are all owned and operated by the 
same Chinese conglomerate and are manufactured in the same  factory in 
China. 

 
Most Singer machines today are sold under $300.00 and 

some are considered to be disposable machines.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
JONES SEWING MACHINES  
 

The Jones brothers joined the rush to sewing machine millions 
producing their own excellent sewing machines. William Jones had 
been an engineer making small steam engines in England when he 
became interested in sewing machines activities of Howe and 
Wheeler & Wilson.  He filed patents for improvements and worked 
with Thomas Chadwick 1860-63.   

 
The corporate battles took a toll on the Jones Company and 

his partner left to work with competing company. William and his 
brother John continued the Jones Company producing and 
marketing their sewing machines until 1958 when the Brother 
Company from Japan took over the Jones business.   
 

Today, Brother produces three lines of sewing machines: a 
cheap disposable line for mass merchandisers (including some 
machines sold under generic names like Kenmore), a higher 
quality line under the “Pacesetter” label, and a line of commercial 
machines.    



 
 
 

BROTHER SEWING MACHINES  
 

Doing the impossible is the challenge undertaken by 
Kanekichi Yasui of Japan in 1908.  Japan was considered by many 
to still be a product of ancient tradition and too underdeveloped 
technologically to produce their own sewing machines. Mr. Yasui 
was the father of ten children and a bold entrepreneur who began 
Yasui Sewing Machine Co. to sell and repair sewing machines, but 
his dream was to design and build a Japanese domestic sewing 
machine.   

 
He succeeded in 1928 with the successful development of  a 

superior quality chain-stitch sewing machine called the “Sho-
san-shiki” and marketed under the Brother® brand name.  

 
The name Brother® was actually an afterthought when the 

family discovered their preferred name (Sister) was already 
registered.  



 
 

His sons Masayoshi and Jitsuichi Yasui followed their father’s 
dream and developed  their own sewing machine advances 
leading to the first Japanese sewing machine 1932.  
 

Soon the company built its own facilities and began mass 
production of Japanese sewing machines. Brother Sales, Ltd 
(1941) formally established a sales network in Japan and later 
Brother International expanded to Europe and the Americas 1960.  

 
Like most sewing machine companies around the world, 

Brother ceased production of sewing machines during World War 
II, but resumed production in 1946.  Soon the dream of exporting 
Japanese sewing machines became a reality.    
 



 
 

Brother International was a progressive company with a 
broad vision.  During the 1960’s the company expanded its design 
and production efforts into typewriters, which became its “flagship” 
product.  Soon the company launched electronic sewing 
machines, typewriters, printers, fax machines, and an increasingly 
broad offering of leading technology products.  
 

Today Brother International continues to produce sewing 
machines for the world.  In the United States, Brother products fill 
the mass merchandisers shelves with low cost sewing machines, 
fax machines, and other products.   

 
A network of independent sewing machine dealers offer the 

leading sewing machine line called the “Pacesetter” by Brother.  
 
 
BRADBURY SEWING MACHINES  
 

The Bradbury & Co. Wellington Works (1852) rose to 
prominence in England as well. Manufacturing more machines that 
any other English company.  Their Belgravia model was set a new 
standard for home sewing machines with the capability of making 
six different stitches.   



 
After Thomas Chadwick left the Jones Company in 1863, he 

became “Bradbury’s right hand man.” The Bradbury also copied 
Singer’s Model 12 and even capitalized on the Singer reputation by 
calling his machine the “Family” the same marketing name used by 
Singer.   

 
The “Wellington” was a popular hand operated machine. 

During the 1920’s Bradbury & Co. diversified into production of 
bicycles, motorcycles, mail carts, etc. They had such success with 
motor cycles that  Bradbury became Bradbury Motors and sewing 
machine production faded.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WHITE SEWING MACHINES  
 

 
 

 Thomas White, originally a chair manufacturer, began producing 
sewing machines (a small palm sized 6” by 9”) in 1866 at a cost of 
$10. The company incorporated as White Sewing Machine.  For 
several years the company focused on producing braiding, cording, 
ruffling, and tucking attachments. In 1900, the company produced 

its full rotary system 
and began making 
sewing cabinets.   
 

During the 1930’s 
the company launched 
its educational 
program “The Art of 
Sewing and Dress 
Creation” packaged 
free with the purchase 
of a White rotary 
electric sewing 

machine.  Like other sewing machine manufacturers, it paused its 
production during World War II to produce war goods.  



Following the war 
expansion included changing 
its company name to White 
Consolidated Industries and 
taking over other companies 
including: Kelvinator, Gibson, 
major-appliance division of 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., 
and others. In 1967, White 
launched a full electronic 
sewing machine.   

 
During the 1980’s, the 

company continued selling its full rotary electronic machines and 
introduced the Superlock which cut sewing time in half (seaming, 
trimming, and overcastting in one step).  It also merged with 
Husqvarna Sewing Machine Co. a division of Electrolux to form 
VikingWhite Sewing Machines.   

  
 
  

NECCHI SEWING MACHINE  
 

The Italian sewing machine was known as the Necchi. During 
the 1920’s Necchi mimicked Singer’s models including model 15. 
Gradually, Necchi gained great status with its high standards and 
great innovations.   
 

In the 1950’s the sewing world stood up and took notice with 
the introduction of the gold medal winning Necchi Supernova. The 
most beautiful women including Sophia Loren were used in its 
advertising campaigns. Today Allyn International markets the 
Necchi sewing machine line in the United States offering a full line 
of mid-level and lower end sewing machines.  



 
 
 

VIKING SEWING MACHINES  
 

Husqvarna Viking has been manufacturing sewing machines 
since 1872.  Earlier Husqvarna was a Swiss royal arms factory 
producing small guns and rifles for the military.  

 
During the 1870’s the demand for guns was low, and the 

demand for sewing machines  was high.  The “Freda” (1883) was 
a huge step forward with gear drive and enclosed mechanical 
parts.  During the first half of the twentieth century,Viking 
oscillating bobbin dominated the world sewing market. Husqvarna 
produced excellent zig zag, free arm, multi-stitch sewing 
machines, and numerous mechanical advances hidden from the 
user’s view.   

 
In 1979, Model 6680 brought the computer sewing machine 

to reality. Husqvarna continues to produce quality sewing 
machines engineered in Switzerland today.  In 1999, Viking 
acquired control over Pfaff.   
 
 Today Singer, Pfaff, and Viking are owned by conglomerates 
and machines are manufactured in the same factory complex in 
China. 



 
 

PFAFF SEWING MACHINES  
 

Georg Michael Pfaff, an instrument maker, joined the sewing 
machine world in 1862 with a steam driven drilling and milling 
production facilities producing sewing machines. Within ten years, 
he produced a thousand machines. Innovation and marketing 
combined for success.   

 
In 1910, Pfaff produced its one millionth machine.  They 

introduced the first cam-controlled sewing machine.   
 
In 1988, Dr. Schuppi gained control of 52% of G.M. Pfaff AG 

and set out to acquire 72% interest in Semi-Tech (Global) Co. Ltd. 
(owner of Singer). The marketing department was reorganized on 
a local area concept.   

 
Conflict between Pfaff and Singer led to separation of the 

companies in 1997.   
 
In 1999, Pfaff sold it interests in home sewing machines to 

Swedish Husqvarna Viking.  Pfaff continues to focus on its 
industrial sewing and welding technologies.   



 
 
 
 
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES  
 

William Barker and Andrew Clark formed Gold Medal Sewing 
Machine Company in Cleveland, Ohio, and began selling sewing 
machines in 1867. During the late 1880’s, the company produced 
two lines of sewing machines National and New Home.   

 
Around the turn of the century, the company expanded to 

make needles, sewing cabinets, and various accessories.  During 
the 1920’s and 30’s, the company struggled and faltered 
financially.   

 
In 1960, the company was purchased by Janome Sewing 

Machine Company of Tokyo, Japan.  
 
 
 



JANOME SEWING MACHINES  
 

 
 

Yosaku Ose founded Janome (“eye of the snake”) to 
manufacture sewing machines in the 1920’s. They used the class 
fifteen metal bobbin system 
instead of the long shuttle of other 
machines.  After World War 

II, the company continued to thrive gradually becoming the world’s 
largest manufacturer of sewing machines.  Not only did it make its 
own brand lines, it produced millions of generic 



machines branded by other companies like Sears brand Kenmore.  
It launched the first programmable sewing machine (1997), and 
continues to lead in technological advancements.   
 

The Memory Craft series includes its most recent 
advancement with Memory Craft 11000.  This amazing sewing 
machine boasts the largest square embroidery sewing field on the 
market and has an automatically repositioning LCD control screed. 
Today Janome is a dominant brand and delivers a full range of 
sewing machines.  
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BERNINA SEWING MACHINES  
 

 
 

Fritz Gegauf opened an embroidery shop and workshop in 
Steckborn, Switzerland intending to produce a monogram machine 
he had designed.   

 
While his employees gave their attention to operation of the 

embroidery shop, Fritz focused on designing a wide range of new 
machines. He built the world’s first hemstitching machine in 1892 
gaining a Swiss patent for his machine.  He and his son continually 
expanded the operations. Following a devastating fire in 1895, 
they rebuilt and immediately expanded their operations.   

 
All went well until 1917, when World War I broke out and 

production of sewing machines all but ended. No foreign exports 
were permitted.  



 
 

Then tragedy struck, Georg Gegauf (commercial director for 
the company) died. After some period of struggle, Karl’s son Fritz 
picked up the company banner with a new hemstitch patent 
(1919).  
 

New textiles did not work well on the hemstitch machine, so 
Karl Friedrich invented his “fitzmachines” only to die before their 
implementation. Sons Fritz and Gustav continued the company 
business launching new machines  in 1927 and 1929.   
 

The current factory site began operations April 5, 1929. 
Hemstitch machines faded in popularity, and the Gegauf family 
launched new domestic sewing machines in 1932.  
 

In 1954, Bernina produced their one millionth sewing 
machine.  The best selling models were the 830 (19711981), 930 



(1981), and 1130 (1986).   
 
Bernina came to be known for its superior engineering, 

advanced electronic features, fully automatic button hole, and 
overall quality.  

 
“Activa” and “Virtuosa” models brought a new generation of 

sewing computers.  The advent of the “Artisa” in 1997, brought a 
whole new level of sewing and embroidery computer machines.  
Flood ravaged through the Bernina factory in 2000, but Bernina 
rose above the calamity with new models introduced in 2003 and 
2005.    

 
Today, Bernina offers a fabulous line of machines: Artista 

730, 640,630, 440, and 430.   
 
Bernina is the “Cadillac” of the sewing world with advanced 

features, flawless stitching, BSR free motion stitch regulator, great 
embroidery, and more. 
 

  



RICCAR SEWING MACHINES  
 

In 1839, The Riccar Sewing Machine Company was founded 
by Nippon Shokusan Kogyo to manufacture the Riccar Sewing 
Machines. The Japanese company launched Riccar America in 
1964.  

 
In 1970, it produced a free-arm sewing machine and in 1976 

produced Japan’s first electric sewing machine. Daiei of Japan 
purchased the Riccar Company in 1985 and during the late 1990’s 
its American rights were acquired by Tacony Corporation.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BABY LOCK SERGERS & SEWING MACHINES  

 
Tokyo Juki Industrial Company managers got inspiration for 

producing a home version of the industrial over locker in 1964.  
They resigned from Juki to form Baby Lock, and produce the 
world’s first domestic overlocker.  

 
Continued development has led to amazing technical 

advances in the home serger and sewing machine including Jet Air 
Threading, Automatic Thread Delivery System, and superior stitch 
quality. “Baby Lock is the genuine original and still the best.” 
Today, the Baby Lock Imagine and Evolve Wave (87  
 

 
 



stitches) sergers offer features far beyond the capability of any 
current competitor. Its line of computer machines including the 
Crafter’s Choice, Decorator’s Choice, Quilter’s Choice, and Ellure 
are amazing mid line sewing machines. The combination sewing 
machines and embroidery machines (Esante, Ellageo, and 
Elegante) are the current state of the art and priced very 
competitively.  
 

The sewing machine line is produced with the tightest quality 
control and engineering oversight on any sewing machine in the 
industry.  Baby Lock America, is part of the Tacony Corporation 
family of sewing machine companies and works with Brother 
International’s production facilities to deliver easiest to use, 
easiest to learn, the best machines, at the best prices, and with the 
finest support available anywhere.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ELNA SEWING MACHINES  
 

Dr. Ramon Casas, a refugee of the Spanish Civil War in 1930’s 
brought his designs for a new sewing machine to S.A. Tavaro in 
Geneva, Switzerland.  Tavaro had already been producing an 
ironing press, and together they produced the Elna #1 in 1940.  It 
was an amazing machine. It was the first compact, portable, 
electric, free arm sewing machine. They enjoyed huge success with 
the production and sale of home sewing machines.   
 

Elna sewing machines were famous for quality, ease of use, 
design elegance, and reliability.  In 1986, Elna founded an 
American subsidiary and business blossomed. Tacony Corporation 
acquired American distribution rights in 1996, and was operated as 
one of Tacony Corporation’s family of sewing machine companies 
until 2006. 
 
 

 
 

Recently, the Elna line of machines with Swiss engineering 
and Japanese manufacturing (Janome production) has reorganized 
their company and is offering a great line up.  

 



 
 
GENERIC SEWING MACHINES  
 

Over the years many mass merchandisers have branded their 
own sewing machines and placed their store brand on them. 
Montgomery Wards and Sears And Roebuck, Co. are two of the 
giants in this category.   
 

They have contracted with many different manufacturers to 
produce their branded version.  They might have a contract with 
Janome or Brother or another company.  The company works with 
the merchandiser to repackage models already out of production or 
versions of a current production model under the branded name.    



 
 

Sears sells their machines under the name Kenmore® and 
the now defunct Montgomery Wards machines were marketed 
under the name Wards®.   

 
In addition to these large mass merchandisers, other 

marketing companies have done similarly. Brand names like 
Dressmaker and Domestic were made by many different 
manufacturers and marketed under these brand names.   

 
Today, Allyn International markets sewing machines under 

the historic name of Necchi, but the machines are being produced 
in numerous locations around the world with various 
manufacturers.  

  
TACONY SEWING CENTRAL  
 

Tacony Sewing Central is a most influential marketing and 
support company.  Baby Lock USA; Elna USA; Nancy’s Notions; 
Riccar America Company; Simplicity Sewing Machines, Blakeman’s 
Floor Care Parts & Equipment; CFR Corporation; and Regency 
Ceiling Fans are the principal subsidiaries of Tacony Corporation 
making Tacony a giant on the American sewing machine stage.   
 



Over these past one hundred sixty years, a revolution in 
textiles, garment construction, and economy.  It has been marked 
by amazing invention, competition, and creativity. During this time 
over 250 different sewing machine companies have produced and 
marketed machines.  Only a few of these remain. We seldom hear 
mention today of  the Bartlett, Bradberry, Empire, J.W. Greene, 
H.G. Hawley, Walcott, Wilson, Jones, or Willcox sewing machines.  
These and hundreds of other sewing machine manufacturers are 
history.    
 

Today, the modern sewing machine is a wonder of technology 
and convenience.  While the sewing machine use to make work 
faster and easier; today the modern sewing machine makes 
sewing a great joy and passion of creative expression.  
 

The major brands today include Janome, Bernina, Baby Lock, 
Singer, Elna, Pfaff, and Viking.  Sears still markets generic 
machines under the name Kenmore.  Walmart, Target, Hancock 
Fabrics, and other mass merchandisers market low end models 
which in many cases may be considered disposable machines.  
 
 

CHOOSE THE RIGHT  
SEWING MACHINE FORYOU  

 
Remember your grandmother’s old sewing machine.  It 

performed miracles in her day. Think of those Hand Crank or 
Treadle machines. A little work and wow!  Nostalgia is a wonderful 
way to remember those “good old days”.  
 

Today things are very different.  Sewing use to be work.  
Now it is fun and relaxing.  With the right machine, you can easily 
and quickly create treasured beauty.  
  


